Known Issues – RAS3 – November 15, 2011 – Update Release

Export to RTF: In a rule exported from RAS3 as an RTF, if there is existing text that was moved using merge (move up) or split (move down), the text mark-up and numbering may not appear correctly in the RTF document.

Export to RTF: In a rule exported from RAS3 as RTF, if the outline contains levels with level numbering that should appear in italics, the numbering will not appear italicized in the RTF document.

Table / Undo: Using undo (control+ Z) to split two merged new table cells can cause table formatting to be lost. If you close without saving changes, the table reverts back to its pre-edited form and the formatting is fixed -- however, when you close without saving, you will lose any other edits made during that session.

Table: It is currently possible to merge a new table cell with existing table cell. This action is not permitted and should be blocked. If you do merge a new table cell with an existing table cell, the existing text will also become new. Using undo (control+Z) two times may fix it. If not, call the ERF Help Desk.

Table: If a stricken level has a table with in it, the table can be selected and reinstated, which should not be permitted.

Graphics: Striking a level that contains an existing graphic is not striking the graphic.